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“Empowering Personal Communication” – We seem to be unable to express our true
feelings and sometimes we get upset and angry when others do not understand us - then the
communication stops. We often deliver messages that are not interpreted as we meant
them. We find it difficult to express how we feel with the people we care about. If you want
people to pay attention when you speak or if you just want to have more empowering
relationships and meaningful conversations, we suggest this workshop.

QUESTION: I Am Very Intrigued By Your Workshop On Personal Communication What Do You Teach?
ANSWER: This is one of the few workshops that is six weeks long – we discovered that a
slightly longer time is needed to fully absorb what is taught in this workshop. Our program
teaches participants exactly what to do, what not to do and how to build the empowering long
lasting relationships they want. Past and current relationships are examined to celebrate
what works and discover how to release what does not work – participants will learn how to
avoid the five destructive behaviors that cause relationships die and the five constructive
behaviors that nurture and help relationships to flourish.

QUESTION: What Type Of Results Does This Workshop Produce?
ANSWER: The workshop delivers clear and easy to understand instructions and directions
on how to create empowering relationships…old relationships may be “fixed” but this truly
depends on both parties and not just on the workshop participant. For a truly challenging
relationship, we suggest that both parties attend the online workshop.

QUESTION: Will All My Relationships Change Because Of This Workshop?
ANSWER: The true question is; will you put what you learn into practice? It is just like
running a marathon. You need to practice and run everyday to achieve the desired results…it
is actually fun and rewarding to create relationships that are empowering for both parties…it
makes life more fun and full of joy.
We invite you to join us at www.coachingprofessors.com to discover how we do what we do
and how we can help you can transform your life with our online programs. Attending our
programs has now become easy, convenient and spectacularly rewarding.

